Identifying misinformation is increasingly being recognized as an important computational task with high potential social impact. In this paper, we consider leveraging the affective character of news articles for fake news identification and present evidence that emotion cognizant representations are significantly more suited for the task. We outline a technique to leverage emotion intensity lexicons to develop emotionized text representations, and evaluate the utility of such a representation for fake news identification in various supervised and unsupervised scenarios. The consistent and significant empirical gains that we observe over a range of technique types and parameter settings establish the utility of the emotional information in news articles, an often overlooked aspect, for the task of misinformation identification.
Examples of Fake News Headlines Wi-Fi: A Silent Killer That Kills Us Slowly! Russian Scientist Captures Soul Leaving Body; Quantifies Chakras Revolutionary juice that can burn stomach fat while sleeping as the Oxford Dictionary Word of the Year in 2016 1 . These have spawned extensive interest in the data analytics community in devising techniques to detect fake news in social and online media leveraging content, temporal and structural features (e.g., [9] ). A large majority of research efforts on misinformation detection has focused on microblogging environments (e.g., [23, 11, 12, 17, 24, 4, 22] ) where structural (e.g., the user network) and temporal propagation information (e.g., re-tweets in Twitter) are available in plenty.
We target detection of fake news within quasi-conventional online media sources which contain information in the form of articles, with content generation performed by a limited set of people responsible for it. We observe that the misinformation in these sources is typically of the kind where scientific claims or content from social media are exaggerated or distilled either knowingly or maliciously (to attract eyeballs). Some example headlines from fake news articles we crawled are shown in Table 1 . Such sources resemble newspaper websites in that consumers are passive readers whose consumption of the content happens outside social media platforms. This makes fake news detection a challenging problem in this realm since techniques are primarily left to work with just the article content (as against within social media where structural and temporal data offer ample clues) in order to determine their veracity.
Our Work: In this paper, we consider the utility of the affective character of article content for the task of fake news identification, a novel effort in the backdrop of fake news identification approaches that target exploiting satire and stance [18, 5] . We posit that fake and legitimate news articles espouse different emotional characters that may be effectively utilized in order to improve fake news identification. We develop a simple method to amplify emotion information within documents by leveraging emotion lexicons, and empirically illustrate that such amplification helps significantly in improving the accuracy of fake news identification within both supervised and unsupervised settings. Our emotion-enrichment method is intentionally of simple design in order to illustrate the generality of the point that emotion cognizance improves fake news detection. While the influence of emotions on persuasion has been discussed outside data science [19, 14] , our work provides the first focused datadriven analysis and quantification of the relationship between emotions and fake news. This study is orthogonal but complimentary to efforts that rely heavily on non-content features. 
Related Work
Owing to the emergence of much recent interest in the task of fake news detection, there have been many publications on this topic in the last few years. A representative and a non-comprehensive snapshot of work in the area appears in Table 2 . As may be seen therein, most efforts have focused on detecting misinformation within microblogging platforms using content, network (e.g., user network) and temporal features (e.g., re-tweets in Twitter) within the platform itself [2] ; some of them, notably [20] , target scenarios where the candidate article itself resides outside the microblogging platform, but the classification task is largely dependent on information within. An emerging trend, as exemplified by [12, 20] , has been to focus on how information propagates within the microblogging platform, to distinguish between misinformation and legitimate ones. Unsupervised misinformation detection techniques [22, 21] start with the premise that misinformation is rare and of differing character from the large majority, and use techniques that resemble outlier detection methods in flavor.
Our Work in Context: To put our work in context, we note that the affective character of the content has not been a focus of fake news detection so far, to our best knowledge. Our effort is orthogonal but complementary to existing work such as those listed above in that we provide evidence that emotion cognizance in general, and our emotion-enriched data representations in particular, are likely to be of much use in supervised and unsupervised fake news identification.
Emotionizing Text
The intent in this paper is to provide evidence that the affective character of fake news and legitimate articles differ in a way that such differences can be leveraged to improve the task of fake news identification. First, we outline our methodology to leverage an external emotion lexicon to build emotion amplified (i.e., emotionized) text representations. The empirical analysis of our emotionized representations vis-a-vis raw text for fake news identification will be detailed in the next section.
The Task
The task of emotionizing is to leverage an emotion lexicon L to transform a text document D to an emotionized document D ′ . We would like D ′ also to be similar in format to D in being a sequence of words so that it can be fed into any standard text processing pipeline; retaining the document format in the output, it may be noted, is critical for the uptake of the method. In short:
Without loss of generality, we expect that the emotion lexicon L would comprise of many 3-tuples, e.g., [w, e, s], each of which indicate the affinity of a word w to an emotion e, along with the intensity quantified as a score s ∈ [0, 1]. An example entry could be [unlucky, sadness, 0.7] indicating that the word unlucky is associated with the sadness emotion with an intensity of 0.7.
Methodology
Inspired by recent methods leveraging lexical neighborhoods to derive word [15] and document [10] embeddings, we design our emotionization methodology as one that alters the neighborhood of highly emotional words in D by adding emotion labels. As illustrated in Algorithm 1, we sift through each word in D in order, outputting that word followed by its associated emotion from the lexicon L into D ′ , as long as the word emotion association in the lexicon is stronger than a pre-defined threshold τ . In cases where the word is not associated with any emotion with a score greater than τ , no emotion label is output into D ′ . In summary, D ′ is an 'enlarged' version of D where every word in D that is strongly associated with an emotion additionally being followed by the emotion label. This injestion of 'artificial' words is similar in spirit to sprinkling topic labels to enhance text classification [7] .
Empirical Study
Given our focus on evaluating the effectiveness of emotionized text representations over raw representations, we consider a variety of unsupervised and supervised methods (in lieu of evaluating on a particular state-of-the-art method) in the interest of generality. Data-driven fake news identification, much like any analytics task, uses a corpus of documents to learn a statistical model that is intended to be able to tell apart fake news from legitimate articles. Our empirical evaluation is centered on the following observation: for the same analytics write e as the next word in D ′ ; 6 end 7 output D ′ model learned over different data representations, differences in effectiveness (e.g., classification/clustering accuracy) over the target task can intuitively be attributed to the data representation. In short, if our emotionized text consistently yields better classification/clustering models over those learned over raw text, emotion cognizance may be judged to influence fake news identification positively. We first describe our dataset, followed by the empirical study settings and their corresponding results.
Dataset
With most fake news datasets being focused on microblogging websites making them less suitable for content-focused misinformation identification tasks, we curated a new dataset of fake and legitimate news articles within the topic of health and well being which will be publicly released upon publication to aid future research. For legitimate news, we crawled 500 health and well-being articles from reputable sources such as CNN, NYTimes, New Indian Express and many others. For fake news, we crawled 500 articles on similar topics from well-reported misinformation websites such as BeforeItsNews, Nephef, MadWorldNews and many others. These were manually verified for category suitability. The detailed dataset statistics is shown in Table 3 . For the lexicon, we use the NRC Intensity Emotion Lexicon [16] which has data in the 3-tuple form outlined earlier. For simplicity, we filter the lexicon to retain only one entry per word, choosing the emotion entry with which the word has the highest intensity; this filtered out around 22% of entries in our lexicon. This filtering entails that each word in D can only introduce up to one extra token in D ′ ; the emotionization using the filtered corpus was seen to lengthen documents by an average of 2%, a modest increase in document size. Interestingly, there was only a slight difference in the lengthening of document across the classes; while fake news documents were seen to be enlarged by 2.2% on average, legitimate news articles recorded an average lengthening by 1.8%. For e.g., out of 1923 word sense entries that satisfy the threshold τ = 0.6, our filter-out-non-best heuristic filtered out 424 entries (i.e., 22%); thus, only slightly more than one- fifth of entries were affected. This heuristic to filter out all-but-one entry per word was motivated by downstream data representation learning procedure.
Supervised Setting
Let D = {. . . , D, . . .} be the corpus of all news articles, and D ′ = {. . . , D ′ , . . .} be the corresponding emotionized corpus. Each document is labelled as either fake or not (0/1), the set of labels being Y = {. . . , Y, . . .}. With word/document embeddings gaining increasing popularity, we use the DBOW doc2vec model 2 to build vectors over each of the above corpora separately, yielding two datasets of vectors, correspondingly called V and V ′ . The doc2vec model uses an internal parameter d, the dimensionality of the embedding space. We use multiple train/test splits for generalizability of results where the chosen dataset (either V or V ′ ) is partitioned into k random splits (we use k = 10); these lead to k separate experiments with k models learnt each by excluding one of k splits, and evaluated over their corresponding held-out split. The accuracies obtained by k separate experiments are then averaged to obtain a single accuracy score for the chosen dataset (Acc(V) and Acc(V ′ ) respectively). The quantum of improvement achieved, i.e., Acc(V ′ ) − Acc(V) is illustrative of the improvement brought in by emotion cognizance. In addition to the doc2vec+classifier combo, classification experiments are also performed using the Convolution Neural Network (CNN) model presented in [8] , a recent neural method that has recorded good performance for text classification. Apart from the previous classifiers, the embedding used in CNN is a lookup table learned from corpora (D and D ′ ) that maps the vocabulary word indices to the vector representations (V and V ′ ). Table 4 lists the classification results of a variety of standard classifiers across two values of d and various values of τ , and the results of CNN classifier across various values of τ . Classification models learned over the emotionized text are seen to be consistently more effective for the classification task, as exemplified by the higher values achieved by Acc(V ′ ) over Acc(V) (highest values in each row are indicated in bold). While gains are observed across a wide spectrum of values of τ , the gains are seen to peak around τ ≈ 0.6. Lower values of τ allow words of low emotion intensity to influence D ′ while setting it to a very high value would add very few labels to D ′ (at the extreme, using τ = 1.0 would mean D = D ′ ). Thus the observed peakiness is along expected lines, with τ ≈ 0.6 achieving a middle ground between the extremes. The quantum of gains achieved, i.e., |Acc(V ′ ) − Acc(V)|, is seen to be significant, sometimes even bringing Acc(V ′ ) very close to the upper bound of 1.0; this establishes that emotionized text is much more suitable for supervised misinformation identification.
Results and Discussion:

Unsupervised Setting
The corresponding evaluation for the unsupervised setting involves clustering both V and V ′ using the same method and profiling the clustering against Y on the clustering purity measure 3 ; as may be obvious, Y is used only for evaluating the clustering. We used K-Means [13] and DBSCAN [6] clustering methods. For K-Means we measured purities, averaged over 1000 random initializations, across varying values of k (desired number of output clusters); it may be noted that purity is expected to increase with k with finer clustering granularities leading to better purities (at the extreme, each document in its own cluster would yield a purity of 1.0). For DBSCAN we measured purities across varying values of ms (minimum samples to form a cluster). Analogous to the Acc(.) measurements in classification, the quantum of purity improvements achieved by the emotionized text, i.e., P ur(V ′ ) − P ur(V), indicate any improved effectiveness of emotionized representations. Table 5 lists the clustering results analogous to the classification study. With the unsupervised setting posing a harder task, the quantum of improvements (P ur(V ′ ) − P ur(V)) achieved by emotionization is correspondingly lower. We believe the cause of low accuracy is because most conventional combinations of document representation and clustering algorithm are suited to generate topically coherent clusters, and thus fare poorly on a substantially different task of fakeness identification. However, the trends are consistent with the earlier observations in that emotionization has a positive effect, with gains peaking around τ ≈ 0.6.
Conclusions
In this paper, we considered the utility of the affective character of news articles for the task of misinformation detection. We illustrated that amplifying the emotions within a news story (and in a sense, uplift it to be close to the centre stage) helps that downstream algorithms, supervised and unsupervised, to identify fake news better. In particular, our simple method to emotionize text using external emotion intensity lexicons were seen to yield text representations that were empirically seen to be much more suited for the task of identifying fake news. In the interest of making a broader point establishing the utility of affective information for the task, we empirically evaluated the representations over a wide variety of supervised and unsupervised techniques and methods over varying parameter settings, across which consistent and significant gains were observed. This firmly establishes the utility of emotion information in improving fake news identification.
Future Work: As a next step, we are considering developing emotion-aware end-to-end methods for supervised and unsupervised fake news identification. Secondly, we are considering the use of lexicons learned from data [3] which may be better suited for fake news identification in niche domains. Third, we are exploring the usage of the affective content of responses to social media posts.
